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Diffusions with Reflection on an Orthant and 
Associated Initial-Boundary Value Problems 1 
IOANNIS KARATZAS 
Department of Mathematical Statistics, Columbia University, New York, 
New York 1002 7 
A class of diffusion processes with instantaneous reflection on the hyperplanes of 
an orthant is considered. In the case of constant drift and covariance coefficients, 
such diffusions arise as limits of properly normalized queue length processes in open 
queueing networks, under heavy traffic conditions. The directions of the reflection 
on each hyperplane determine the boundary data in an associated initial-boundary 
value problem with oblique derivatives for the corresponding Kolmogorov equation. 
This problem is studied in terms of single layer potentials with densities placed on 
the hyperplanes of the orthant, and is shown to be equivalent to solving a system of 
integral equations for those densities. The stochastic representation f the solution is 
also derived. 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
In [10,11] Reiman showed that properly normalized sequences of queue 
length processes for a general open queueing network with n stations 
converge weakly to a certain diffusion process, under the so-called "heavy 
traffic" condition (network traffic intensity converging to unity). The limit- 
ing process was shown to behave like a Brownian Motion in the interior of 
the positive orthant R %, and to be instantaneously reflected on the boundary 
hyperplanes. The (constant) drift vector and diffusion matrix of the 
Brownian Motion, as well as the reflection direction on each of the n 
hyperplanes, were determined by the statistical characteristics of the basic 
components of the network, namely the arrival, service and routing processes. 
The limiting process was subsequently studied by Harrison and Reiman 
[2]. These authors proved that, starting with a Brownian Motion X = (Xt; t 
>~ 0) in R" with drift vector b = (bl,..., b,)" and diffusion matrix (aij), 
there exists a unique pair of processes Z = (Zt; t >/ 0) and Y = (Yt; t >~ 0) 
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in N n such that the following hold almost surely, for all 1 4 i 4 n: 
Z(t i) = X (i) + Yt (i) - ~ qjiYt(J); t ~ O. ( l . i )  
j - I  
Z}i)>~ O, t >1 O; Z o = z ~ R+. (1.ii) 
yU) = {y(O; t >/O) is an increasing process, with Yo (° = O. (1.iii) 
y(O is flat off (t; Z} i) = 0}. (l.iv) 
The process Z is to be interpreted as the reflected Brownian Motion on 
the orthant, while Yt (0 represents the local time of Z on the hyperplane 
S~ = {z ~ OR"~ ; zg = 0) up to time t. In [2] the matrix (qij) was supposed to 
be nonnegative, with zeros on the diagonal, and with spectral radius less 
than unity. 
It is evident hat for any such diffusion approximation scheme to have 
any practical significance, one must be able to compute the transition 
probabilities of the resulting diffusion process. However, for the reflected 
Brownian Motion process Z under consideration, such a computation is far 
from being trivial. For instance, it is transparent (or easily provable by the 
It6 change of variable formula--see Section 3) that if u(t, z) is a classical 
solution of the initial-boundary value problem: 
Ou l ~ n 02u ~ 3u. 
l a i j - -  O~ = 2 ~' Oz s Ozj + hi Ozi in (0, T] × N ~, (2.i) i= l j=  i x 
u(0, z) = h(z ) ;  z ~ R~, (2.ii) 
3u =~qija.~zj Oz~ = ; in (0, T] × S~, all 1 ~ i ~< n, (2.iii) 
then u(T, z) -- Eh(ZT). In a similar fashion, one can guess what kind of 
parabolic equations and boundary conditions are satisfied by the expecta- 
tions of more complicated functionals on the Z and Y processes. Unfor- 
tunately, the resulting boundary value problems are not standard; as the 
authors already noted in [2], even the existence of a solution to problem (2) 
is not guaranteed by the extant theory on the initial-boundary value 
problem with oblique derivatives as developed, for instance, in [3, Chap, 
IV], because the boundary of the orthant is nonsmooth and the boundary 
data of the problem are discontinuous. 
In this article we study a class of problems imilar to problem (2) above, 
although in a much more general setting, by reducing them to solving a 
system of integral equations for the densities of appropriate single-layer 
potentials, placed on the hyperplanes S i. We draw heavily on the theory 
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concerning the properties of such potentials, developed in a series of articles 
[5-9] by Pogorzelski. The connection with the reflected iffusion is made in 
Section 3, where we discuss the probabilistic significance of our results. 
2. AN INITIAL- BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
OF THE THIRD KIND 
Let R ~ be the positive orthant in R n and S i the portion of its boundary 
on the hyperplane (zi = 0). Consider the partial differential operator 
L[u] zx 1 aij(t , z) 02bl (t, z) Ou Ou 
i=1 j~ l  i= 
(3) 
with bounded, continuous coefficients on [0, T] × N + (generic upper bound 
M) satisfying the coercivity condition 
1 aolfl2< ~ ~aij(t,z)~,fj<~--I~l 2 in[0, Tl ×~"  
i~ l  j~ l  ao 
for all ~ ~ R ~ and some constant 0 < a 0 < 1, and the Hi31der conditions 
[aij(t', z') - aij(t, z)[ < const. (Iz' - z f  + It' - t[h/2), 
[bi(t, z') - b~(t, z)[ ~< const. ]z' - z f ,  (4) 
[c( t, z') - c( t, Z)[ ~< const. Iz' - z[ h, 
for some 0 < h ~ 1. With f ( t ,  z) another bounded, continuous function on 
[0, T] X R~ (generic upper bound F)  and satisfying the H61der condition 
i f ( t ,  z') - f ( t ,  z)[ ~< const. Iz' -z[g; 0 < 3 ~ 1, 
we formulate the initial-boundary value problem of the third kind (or with 
oblique derivative) as follows: to find a CI,=((0, T] × R_ ~ ) function u(t, z), 
continuous on [0, T] × R~, and satisfying 
(i) the equation 
L[u] +/( t ,  z) = 0; in (0, T] × R~_; (5.i) 
(ii) the boundary conditions 
d u(t, z) + Z rij(t, z)~--~ju(t, z) + dr(t, z)u(t ,  z) = 0 
d~, ~ j~i 
on(0, T] ×Si;  1 <~i<~ n, (5.ii) 
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where 
d u( t , z )= ~a i j ( t , z )  O~ju(t,z) 
d~ i j= l  
is the transversal (conormal) derivative on the hyperplane Si, and 
(iii) the initial condition 
u(0, z) = O; z ~ n~.  (5.iii) 
The functions d~(t, z), r~j(t, z) are bounded (upper bound M) and continu- 
ous on [0, T] × S~, satisfying a HOlder condition with exponent h in the 
space variable. It is also assumed that r~,(t, z) =- O. 
In this section we establish the unique solvability of the initial-boundary 
value problem (5), using as tools the theory of single layer potentials and the 
Schauder fixed point theorem. 
Under the stated assumptions, the equation L[u] = 0 has a fundamental 
solution which has been studied extensively (cf. [5, 8, 9]); we shall consider 
it in the form 
r(,, z; ~, x) = z(,, z; ~, ~) + f'f~°z(t, z;,, ~)~(,, ~; ~, ~)d~ d~, 
where: 
gs'x(z' x) ] 
Z(t,z;  s ,x)  = ((2~r)"detlaiJ(t,z)[)-l/2exp ~-(~--_ s) ' 
(a ~j) is the inverse matrix of (aij), 
i i 
i=1 j= l  
and ~(t, z; s, x) is determined as the unique solution of the integral 
equation 
eo(t, z; s, x) = L [Z( t ,  z; s, x)] 
+ L[Z(t,  z; T, ~)]~(~', ~; s, x)d~d'r. 
n 
We seek the solution to problem (5) in the form 
u(t, z) = E ~(t,  z; ~i) + v(t, z) 
i=1 
(6) 
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as a linear combination of the "single-layer potentials" 
<(, ,  ~; ~,) ~ fo'£,r(,, z; ,, x)w,(,,x)do,(x)d,; 1 <~ i ~ n, (7) 
and the "volume potential" 
v(,,z) = ~ f0'f, r( , ,  z; ,,~)j(,,x)dxd,. (8) 
The "surface densities" %(t, z) are assumed to be bounded, continuous 
functions on [0, T] X S,, satisfying the H61der condition 
[e&(t, z') - qg i ( t  , Z)] ~< const. ]z' - z[% 
with exponent 0 < a < 1 to be determined later. %(x) denotes the surface 
element on S i. 
The fundamental solution admits weak (integrable) singularities for both 
surface and volume potentials ince, with r > O: 
c ~  1 • Iz - x I ~< r,  (9 )  [Dzmr(t, z; s, x)l < (t - s ) "  Iz - x [  n -2 lz+lml  ' 
1 
< ¢'~(t - ~)"~ • Iz - x l  > , ,  ]Z -- X[ n+lml+2pq ' 
for ½ </~ < 1 and arbitrary fixed ~1 > 0. Therefore, according to the 
theory developed in [5, 6], the function u(t, z) defined in (6) satisfies both 
Eq. (5.i) and the initial condition (5.iii). It will be demonstrated that, by a 
judicious choice of the as yet undetermined surface densities qo~(t, z); 
1 ~< i ~< n, one can also satisfy the boundary conditions (5.ii). 
We consider an arbitrary integer k, 1 ~< k ~< n, and a point z on S,; let 
be a positive number and e, the unit vector on the kth axis. The transversal 
derivative of the function u(t, z) in (6) is 
d u( t , z+~e, ) - -  d dv k -'~pk U,( t, z + 71ek;epk ) 
i 3 
+ E ak j ( t , z  + ~ek)" ~z jU i ( t , z  + vie,; epi) 
j=l irk 
" 0 V(t,  z + 71ek) ,+ Z ak,(,,z + ,e , ) .~  
j= l  
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and the tangential derivatives ( j  :~ k): 
O~j ~ e k ; 0 O--~-U.t,( z + Bek)  = Uk( t  , z  + epk ) + E U i ( t , z  + Oz: ~ek; i~-k 
O 
+-~zjV(t,  z + Bek). 
The behavior of the first terms in the above expressions as ~ $ 0 constitutes 
one of the most interesting features of single layer potentials. According to 
the so-called "jump relation" ([2, Theorem 111): 
lim d n+o-d~kUk(t, z + ~ek; cgk) = --~k(t, Z) + Hk(t , z; epk ) ( lO) 
with 
Hk(t,z; .~k) ~ fotfs d = k--~ukF(t, z; .c, x ) .  ~k('r, x)dok(X ) d'r. (11) 
The integral in the above expression converges absolutely, since the kernel 
admits weak singularities for surface integrals; cf. [8, p. 406]: 
~ r ( t ,  z; ¢, x)  < c2 1 
(t - ~)~* Lz - xI "+ ' -2~*-~ ; Iz - xl  ~ ~, 
(12) 
<~ e,2( t _ ,r)~ , 1 " Iz - x I > r, 
I~ - x l  ~÷~*~1 
an estimate valid for z, x ~ Sk, 1 - h/2 </L,  < 1, and arbitrary g~ > 0. 
On the other hand, we have for the tangential derivatives ([7], Theorem 
1): 
lim O Uk(t ' z + ~k) Jkj(t, z; ~k) ~o~Zj  ~ek;  = (13)  
with 
(14) 
1Here and in the sequel we refer to [5-7] for results pertaining to bounded domains. Their 
extentions to unbounded omains are carried out in [9]. 
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The integrand in (14) has a strong singularity, so the integral is not 
absolutely convergent in general. Convergence in (13)'is a consequence of
the HOlder continuity of epk(t, "). 
Therefore, representing u(t, z + 71ek) as in (6) for some z ~ S k, and then 
letting ~7 J, 0, we get in the limit and in conjunction with the boundary 
condition (5.ii) the integral equation 
epk(t , z) = Hk(t, z; epk ) + E rkj(t, z)Jkj(t, z; epk )
j *k  
i o + E (akj(t, z) + rky(t, z))" -~zjUi(t, z; %) 
j= l  i*-k 
a v(t, z) + ~ (akj(t , z )+ rkj(t, z ) ) '~Z )
j= l  
+dk(t,z){ ~ Ui(t,z; q?i)+V(t, Z)}; ( t ,z )~(O,  T ]×S k. 
i=1 
(15)k 
Repeating the same procedure for points on the other lateral hyperplanes of
the orthant, one gets a system of n integral equations ((15)k; 1 ~< k ~< n} for 
the unknown surface densities q~k(t, Z); 1 ~< k ~< n. Unfortunately, this 
system of equations, although linear and of the Volterra type, cannot in 
general be resolved by successive approximations, due to the strong singu- 
larity of the integrand in (14). One has to resort, therefore, to more 
elaborate topological methods. 
To this end we introduce the space C of n-tuples of bounded continuous 
functions %(t, z) on [0, T] × Si, 1 <~ i <~ n, normed by 
max sup 
l <~i<~n O<t~<T 
z ,z tES i  
[[¢p[[ = max ( sup [¢pi(t,z)[}, (16) 
l<i<~n ~ [O,T]×S, 
along with its subset E consisting of those elements (p = (q~,. . . ,  %) satisfy- 
ing 
II~ll < p,  
I%(t, z') - w,(t,  z)l 
< X, (17) 
I z '  - z l  ~ 
for some positive numbers p and X and a H61der exponent 0 < a < h. 
Obviously, E is a closed, convex subset of the Banach space C ; it is in E that 
we shall seek a solution to our system ((15)k; 1 ~< k ~< n) as a fixed point of 
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the transformation A: E --, C, defined by 
A 
Ak(~) =Ak(qv l , . . . ,%)= right-hand side of(15)~; 1 ~<k~<n, 
A(~)  = (A,(ep) . . . . .  A,(q0)). (18) 
First we seek conditions under which A maps ~ into itself. We cite the 
following estimates, due to Pogorzelski, and valid for 0 ~< t < t' ~< T; z', 
z E Sk: 
IU,.(t ', z'; %) - U,(t, z; %)l ~< const, p[[z' - z[ ° + (t' - t)°'/2] " 
1 <~i<~n, (19) 
U~. ( t ' , z ' ;%) -  U / ( , , z ;%)  ~< const, p I z ' - z [  ° +( t ' -  t) °'/2 • 
J 
1 <~j<~n, i : *k ,  (20) 
O V( t ' , z ' ) -O-~jV( t , z )  <<, const, r [ [z '  - z[ ° +( t ' -  t)°'/2] • 
1 ~<j~<n,(cf .[6,  Theorems2,3,5]) ,  (21) 
IO~(t', z'; ~)  - H~(t, z; ~k)l <" const. 0[Iz' -- zl °h + ( r  - t) °'hI3] 
(el. [6, Theorem4]), (22) 
[Jky(t', z'" %)  -- Jkj.(t, z; ~k)[ ~< const. (p + X)[[z' -- z[ ~ + (t' -- t)°a], 
(23) 
since a < h, with X = min(½, ½a); cf. [7, Corollary to Theorem 2]. 
Throughout (19)-(23), 0 and 0' are arbitrary numbers in (0, 1). 
On the other hand, based on the bounds (9) and (12), one gets the growth 
estimates, for (t, z) ~ [0, T] × Sk: 
O-~jV(t ,z)  ~<const. Ft I ~; 1 <~j~<n, (24) IV(t, z)l + 
[U/(t, zi; epi)l <~ const, ptl-~; 1 <~ i ~ n, (25) 
O %) (26) ~zj U~( t, z; <const.  ptx-~; i ~: k, 1 ~ j ~ n, 
IHk ( t, z; epk )[ ~ const, pt '-~*, (27) 
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1/2 </~ < 1, 1 - h/2  </~. < 1. Checking the growth of the tangen- 
write 
with 
tial derivatives requires a more delicate estimation work. We 
Jkj(t, z; el)k) as 
f07, ° + k-~ j r ( t ,  z; , ,  x) (~k(T,  x) - %( , ,  z ) )dok(x )  a~ (28) 
and recalling the bound ([7; relations (35), (37)]) 
f sO~ J const, h P(t,  z; .r, x)  dok(x )  ~< (t - 1") ~* ; 1 - ~ </~. < 1, 
we get the estimate: const, pt t-~*, for the first term. For the second term, 
we use the HSlder continuity of ~ (t, - ) and the limitation (9) with lint = 1 to 
get the bound 
f0rflz const. 1 -~r ( t  - ~)~ Iz - xl "+' -2"  x l z  - xl'do~(x) d~ 
fot flz ( t _ , ) ~ , 1 + const. 2p xi>r I z _ x l  "÷ '+2" '  d%(x)  d'r. (2S)' 
Finally, we combine the two estimates to obtain 
IJ~j(t, z; ~)1 ~ const. (0 + ×)t '  "; 1 - ~ <,  < 1. (29) 
Based on (24)-(29), one can get the bound 2 
IA~q)(t, z)l ~< ct ' - " [ (M(2n  2 - 1) + 1)O + M(n - 1)X + M(Zn + 1)F] ,  
(30) 
for 1 ~ k ~< n, so if we impose the condition 
cT'  " [ (M(2n  2 -  1)+ 1)0 +M(n-  1 )x+M(2n + 1)F]  ~<p (31) 
we guarantee that IIAq~I] ~< O. 
Similarly, using the HOlder conditions (4) for the coefficients and (19)-(23) 
with 0 = a/h  < 1, along with the growth estimates (24)-(29), we get 
iAk~(t, z') - Akep(t, z)l ~< [(1 + M(2n 2 - 1) + ( ,2  + n - 1 ) t ' - " )p  
+ ( .  - 1 ) (M + t ' -~)x  
+ ( (2 ,  + 1)M + (n + 1)t I -" )F] lz  ' -- z]" 
2Here, c denotes a positive constant depending only on the H61der constants in condition 
(4). 
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for 1 ~< k ~< n, so that by imposing the condition 
c[(1 + (2n 2 -  1 )M+ (n 2+n-  1)T l ~)p+ (n -  1 ) (M+ T'-~)X 
+ ((2n + 1) /+ (n + 1)T'-~)F] ~< X (32) 
we have 
IA~ep(t, z)  - Akcp(t, z')l 
max sup I z -  z']" l~k~n O<~t<.K. T 
Z, z' ES  k 
~X- 
In other words: A(E) < E. 
Let us check that A(E) is a compact subset of C; uniform boundedness 
and equicontinuity with respect to z are built in the definition of E. 
Equicontinuity with respect to t is an easy consequence of estimates 
(19)-(23) and of the uniform continuity of the functions ao( . ,  z), rq( . ,  z), 
d,(-, z), uniformly with respect o the space variable. So A(E) is a family of 
equicontinuous, uniformly bounded functions in e,  in other words a con- 
vex, compact subset of this space by the Ascoli-Arzel~t theorem. The fixed 
point theorem of Schauder (see, for instance, Lusternik and Sobolev [4]) 
guarantees the existence of a fixed point of A in E, i.e., of a solution to the 
system of equations ((15)~,; 1 ~< k ~< n) satisfying condition (17), provided 
we prove that the mapping Ale is continuous in the norm (16) of C. 
Continuity of the terms Hk(t,  z; .), Ui(t, z; .); 1 <~ i <~ n, (O/Ozj)  
U,(t, z; .) featuring in the definition of Akep(t, z) in their respective argu- 
ments is obvious, by the integrability of the corresponding kernels; see 
(24)-(27). To check continuity of Jk j(t ,  z; .), each term in (28) has to be 
examined separately. As we saw before, the first term is bounded by const. 
T t-" 'supl~l,  obviously converging to zero as supl~k I does. The second term 
admits a bound analogous to (28)', with p replaced by supl~k], which can be 
chosen small enough to make the second term in (28)' less than e/2, for any 
r > 0 and e > 0. Now we can choose r small enough to make 
TI-p" f dak(X) 
X 1 - t x Jl~_xl<rlz - xl ~+~ 2~-.  < e/2, 
provided of course 1 - a/2  </~ < 1. Therefore, lim~upl~kl~oJkj(t, z;q%) ~< 
e, uniformly in (t, z) ~ [0, T] × S k, for any c > 0. Continuity of AI~ fol- 
lows. 
It is natural to inquire whether the constructed solution to the initial- 
boundary value problem of the third type (5) is unique. The affirmative 
answer is provided by (a slight modification of) a maximum principle type 
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theorem in [3, Theorem 2.7, p. 19]. This result provides an a priori bound 
for the weak norm of a solution to problem (5) in [0, T] x D, for an 
unbounded omain D _c N", in the form 
sup lu(t, z)l ~< fie rr-  sup If(t, z)l, 
[o, rlxD [0, rlxD 
provided that there exists a twice continuously differentiable function 
+(z):D ~ [½, 1], with 
0~ M 
=m> - - ,  
On OD ao 
where O/On denotes the directional derivative along the inward normal, and 
a, i ( t ,z)>l  a o> 0; ( t , z )~[0 ,  T ]×Nn,  1 ~<i~n.  In our case, D= R ~_ 
and it is easily checked that the function 
1[ , 
~(z)= ~ 1 + - 1 + 2mnz i h i= 1 
satisfies all the above requirements. 
We have concluded the proof of the following result: 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions of this section, Problem (5) admits a 
unique solution in the form (6), with densities (epk(t , z); 1 <~ k <~ n) satisfying 
condition (17), provided the various constants are such that inequalities (31) 
and (32) are satisfied. 
3. TRANSITION PROBABILITIES OF THE REFLECTED DIFFUSION 
Let us consider again the reflected Brownian Motion process Z (reflected 
diffusions with general drift vector fields b(t, x)  and covariance matrices 
(aij(t, x)) satisfying the smoothness conditions in [12] might also be consid- 
ered). The initial-boundary value problem of the third kind 
° 0u  ou 
2.,2. ,  aiJoziOzj + ~_.bi~Tz " +c(T - t , z )u  Ot 
i= l  j= l  i= l  I 
+f( r -  t, z) = 0; in (0, T] × R+, 
Ou Ou 
OZ i j~iqij-~gj -l- "giu = O; on(0, r ]  × S, l <~ i <~ n, 
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is of the type (5) considered in the previous section, with the identification 
rij = - ( q i ja i i  + a,j); i * j, 
=0;  i=j ,  
and d r = 7ft , .  Let us assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, 
so that problem (33) has a unique classical soluUon. 
We shall prove that this solution admits a stochastic representation, as an 
expectation of a functional on the reflected process Z and its local time Y in 
the form 
u(T,z)= EfoTf(t,Z~)exp{7 .Yr+ fo'c(O, Zo)dO} dt, (34) 
where juxtaposition 7 'y  = ZT= lT~Yi denotes inner product in R". Indeed, 
by an application of the generalized It6 rule for semimartingales (Dol6ans- 
Dade and Meyer [1]) to the process 
~,= u(T -  t, Zt)ex p 7" Yt+ 
in conjunction with (1.i), one obtains 
× a , j~u( r -  t, z,) + ~ b, u(r- ,, z,) 
i= j= l  i= I  
+c(t, Z , )u(T-  t, Zt) - ~u(T -  t, Zt) dt 
o ~(T -  t, z,) + ~ y ,u ( r - , , z t )+~ 
i=1 
+ dM,, 
where 34, is a martingale. Note that the summation of the (pathwise) 
Riemann-Stieltjes differentials is a.s. equal to zero, since Yt (i) is flat off 
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(t; Z(t 0 = 0), whi le on S i the boundary  cond i t ion  (33.ii) holds. By integrat ing 
on [0, T], taking expectat ions,  and recal l ing Eq. (33.i), the stochast ic repre- 
sentat ion (34) fol lows. 
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